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1. MANAGEMENT BOARD WELCOMES YOU

Dr. AITOR BARRIO
Project Coordinator
Senior Researcher, PhD in Organic Chemistry
Dr. Aitor Barrio is the Project Coordinator(PC) and main researcher of TECNALIA in LIGNICOAT project,
coordinating all the technical activities. Dr. Aitor Barrio holds a Ph.D. in organic chemistry in the modification
of natural products. He joined TECNALIA where he has been working on the characterization of fire reaction and fire
resistance of construction products for 5 years and has a broad experience as senior researcher and project coordinator in
European research and innovation collaborative projects. He is the author of 15 peer-reviewed publications (h-index 7) and holds the
position of senior researcher in the building technologies division.

Dr. IOANNA DELIGKIOZI
Dissemination & Exploitation Manager
CEO of AXIA Innovation, Chemical Engineer
Dr. Ioanna Deligkiozi is the CEO of AXIA Innovation and Senior Manager in LIGNICOAT project. AXIA is a
Germany-based consultancy company that is in charge of leading exploitation and dissemination activities in
LIGNICOAT. Dr. Ioanna Deligkiozi is a chemical engineer with an M.Sc. degree in the field of Science and Technology
of Materials and a Ph.D. degree related to the field of supramolecular chemistry. She has vast experience as an
R&D manager and senior researcher in a private company and research institutes, being involved in several European research
projects as a senior researcher and technical manager. In the LIGNICOAT project, she is the exploitation and dissemination manager,
aiming to increase the awareness of the public and how customers are being reached, to ensure effectively exploitation of the produced
results.
RAMÓN VIDAL, MSC
Innovation Manager
Project Manager, Chemical Engineer
Ramon Vidal is Project Manager at AXIA Innovation and will have the role of Innovation Manager in
LIGNICOAT. He is currently involved in business development and communication activities in EU-funded
projects. He is a Chemical Engineer with an MSc degree in Industrial Engineering from the Polytechnic University of
Catalonia, defending his Msc. thesis in the field of business in the resins and coatings market. He will be responsible for
innovation management and for verifying that the development of the project is being done according to the decided innovation
management process, having an overall project overview from the market perspective to achieve maximum future exploitability.
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2. IMPACT OF LIGNICOAT’S PROJECT
Leading the way for lignin as a basis
for producing bioresins
Sustainability is not limited to the materials with which
items are made, it also embraces the various coatings
that many of them rely on. In this context, the EU-funded
LIGNICOAT project is exploring the use of lignin, which
has a high potential in terms of cost and environmental
benefits. Specifically, it will propose new synthetic
routes to produce lignin-derived bioresins for coatings.
The project’s overall aim is to demonstrate technical,
economic and environmental viability.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS
In this issue we had the opportunity to talk with NORCE, FORESA, and ITACyL and discuss the
impact of their current work on WP3 Bio-additives within LIGNICOAT and how this outcome could
potentially enlighten the future of sustainable use of enzymes and microorganisms applied to the
resins and coatings industry.

Meet NORCE Team
NORCE is WP3 Leader, WP4 participant and also supporting
others WPs activities. In NORCE, the marine and industrial
biotechnology group at the Environment department is
involved in LIGNICOAT. Their Strategic research areas include
enzyme development, fermentation process developments and
scale-up. In particular NORCE has vast experience in enzymes
and enzyme processes designed for the industry. NORCE Team
working on LIGNICOAT project is composed by Dr. Antonio
Garcia-Moyano (WP3 Leader) and Dr. Sushil Gaykawad.
Dr. Antonio Garcia-Moyano is a senior researcher with a
background in microbiology and a PhD in molecular biology,
with vast experience in enzyme discovery and Dr. Sushil
Gaykawad has a PhD in Bioprocess Engineering and has been
highly involved in microbial fermentation processes.

Q.1

Dr Antonio Garcia-Moyano
Senior Researcher, WP3 leader

Dr Sushil Gaykawad
Senior Researcher

Can you briefly explain your role in the LIGNICOAT project?

NORCE thinks that enzymes can be incorporated into coatings to increase their functionality, and more
specifically they can neutralize the emission of hazardous volatiles. The work with enzymes is mostly enclosed
within the work package dedicated to bioadditives (WP3), which NORCE is leading. We firstly carry out some
computational work to find enzymes in public databases. Followingly, we apply molecular biology and microbiology methods, while
using lab bacteria as cell factories to produce -express- the enzymes for us. We call this heterologous expression since the enzyme
is normally not native to the cell factory host. In order to achieve this, we provide the bacterium with the instructions to make the
enzyme, which is encoded in a piece of DNA. Obtaining the genetic construct is part of what is known as recombinant DNA technology.
After the enzymes are produced, we purify them to assess their activity and performance. Moreover, NORCE has a significant role
in WP4, assessing the antimicrobial and antiviral efficiency of other additives in the final coating formulation. Lastly, NORCE is also
contributing to the work packages focusing on sustainability analysis and dissemination and exploitation.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS

Q.2

What are the major objectives to reach &
challenges to overcome in your work on
the development of bio-additives for coatings
during the project?

The major goal for NORCE is to achieve a significant reduction of certain hazardous volatiles from the final resin formulation with
the help of enzymes. Some of our biggest challenges are related to the performance of the enzyme in the resin matrix. Enzymes
are very versatile, but they are normally evolved to work in physiological conditions, which are not necessarily compatible with an
industrial process. On several occasions, they need to be engineered to optimize their performance under specific conditions. Another
big challenge is related to the sustainability of the enzyme technology for this particular application. Enzyme production is a costly
process, so we need to make sure that the benefits of using them, both economic, environmental, and social, pay off their cost.

Q.3

How do you think that the use of new bio-additives in coatings
presents an innovative approach toward the increase of the
sustainability of the coatings?

Q.4

How do you envision the future of enzyme & microbial technologies
applied to coatings & resins industries, including new bioadditives,
in 10 years’ time?

Our work is innovative in the sense that it has the potential to add on functionalities that were not possible before, and moreover that
these functionalities are sustainable in all aspects.

The future for enzyme technology is bright. The realization of the enormous diversity of enzyme sequences has triggered scientists
to try to understand the source and purpose for such diversity. A recent major breakthrough has been the use of artificial intelligence
to predict the structure of a protein with a high level of accuracy and confidence. This accomplishment has been described as
transformational (“it will change everything”). Indeed, predicting the function of a protein/enzyme based only on its sequence of
amino acids will allow us to design new functionalities, in other words: customize an enzyme for a specific purpose. No doubt this
will have a major impact in many different fields.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS
Meet FORESA Team

FORESA TECHNOLOGIES SL is a spin-off formed in October 2019
from FORESA to keep on speeding up the innovation. FORESA
TEAM is made up of highly qualified personnel from the R&D
department at the Headquarters in Caldas de Reis with strong
background in chemistry and the chemical engineering field
and with vast experience in the resins industry.
Silvia Varela (Researcher), Luis Alberto Otero Vazquez (Researcher),
Laura Seoane Alcaraz (Main Researcher, Task Leader),
José Manuel Casas Pérez (Researcher)

Q.1
Q.2

Can you briefly explain your role in the LIGNICOAT project?
FORESA will develop the procedure to incorporate (e.g. through bio-encapsulation) active compounds in
coatings. This will allow obtaining more sustainable coatings and surfaces with anti-microbial and antiviral
properties, using the bioadditives provided by ITACYL and also lower VOCs in coatings and surfaces using the
enzymes provided by NORCE.

What are the major objectives to reach & challenges to overcome in
your work on the development of bio-additives for coatings during
the project?

Our main objective is to obtain bio-coatings with antimicrobial-antiviral properties and also low VOC emission. The main challenge
we will need to overcome is to ensure the good compatibility of the active bio-additives and enzymes with the resins used for the
coatings. We will also need to guarantee the activity of all the bio-additives within the coatings and analyze their efficacy vs time.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS

Q.3

How do you think that the use of new
bio-additives in coatings presents an
innovative approach toward the increase of the
sustainability of the coatings?

We aim to increase the sustainability of the coatings by increasing the level of bio-substitution and also by lowering VOCs emissions.
The use of natural compounds extracted from essential oils is a new approach for producing these types of antimicrobial and antiviral
bio-coatings. Also lowering VOCs emissions of the coatings by using specific enzymes is an innovative technology.

Q.4

How do you envision the future of enzyme & microbial technologies
applied to coatings & resins industries, including new bioadditives,
in 10 years’ time?

We strongly believe that the use of enzymes as well as other microbial technologies will pave the way to achieving higher sustainability
in the coatings industry. These cutting-edge technologies have a high potential in reducing the carbon footprint of the coatings to
meet the increasing concern of the market regarding sustainability.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS
Meet ITACyL Team
Instituto Tecnológico Agrario de Castilla y León (ITACyL) is a
research institute created to promote the Agrarian sector of
Castilla y León through the development of new technologies.
The team working in LIGNICOAT from the Centre of Biofuels
and Bioproducts (ITACyL-CBB) is in collaboration with the
Protection Crops Research Group. ITACyL-CBB group has an
extensive analytical experience for the detection and extraction
of compounds of interest from different crops aiming to
valorize different agricultural residues, including hop. ITACyL
TEAM working under LIGNICOAT project is composed by Dr.
David Ruano Rosa, Dr. Rebeca Díez Antolínez (Task Leader) and
Dr. Ana I. Paniagua Garcia.

Q.1

Dr David Ruano Rosa
Senior Researcher

Dr Rebeca Díez Antolínez
Main Researcher

Dr Ana I. Paniagua Garcia
Senior Researcher

Can you briefly explain your role in the LIGNICOAT project?
ITACyL works in incorporating natural biomolecules (bioadditives) with antimicrobial activity in coatings
to improve their functionality. For instance, the hop (Humulus lupulus L.) plant is an excellent source of
compounds with antimicrobial activity, but only a small part of the biomass produced is exploited.

In a first step, the effectiveness of different natural antimicrobial compounds are being checked against different microorganisms
selected as bioindicators (viz. Stafilococcus aureus and Escherichia coli representing bacteria and Aspergillus niger for fungi).
In a second step, ITACyL is working in the quantification of alfa-and beta-acids, xanthohumol and phenolics compounds present in
the most representative hop varieties grown in León, the main producing region of this crop in Spain. The antimicrobial activity of the
recovered fractions will be tested, and the most interesting natural antimicrobial hop fraction extracts will be integrated into coating
preparations.
Finally, ITACyL will also participate in WP4, assessing the antimicrobial efficacy of the different formulated bio coatings applied on
different surfaces. Additionally, ITACyL is also participating in the work packages focusing on sustainability analysis, and dissemination
and exploitation.
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3. A FEW WORDS FROM PARTNERS

Q.2

What are the major objectives to reach &
challenges to overcome in your work on the
development of bio-additives for coatings during
the project?

The major goal for ITACyL is to obtain hop extracts with high antimicrobial capacity against the proposed model microorganisms.
Some of our biggest challenges are related to the performance of the bioadditives in the resin matrix. Other important challenges
are related to the economic and environmental sustainability of the recovery and purification processes to obtain extracts with
antimicrobial activity.

Q.3

How do you think that the use of new bio-additives in coatings
presents an innovative approach toward the increase of the
sustainability of the coatings?

Q.4

How do you envision the future of enzyme & microbial technologies
applied to coatings & resins industries, including new bioadditives,
in 10 years’ time?

One of the sustainability key points lies in the possibility of obtaining these bioadditives from plant wastes. This is in harmony with
the European Green Deal, which seeks, among others, to avoid the loss of resources.

Plants produce a large diversity of bioactive compounds, ranging from phenolic compounds to polysaccharides. These compounds
have been associated with an array of different properties, such as antimicrobial, antioxidant, and immunomodulatory activities. The
use of plants and plant waste seems to be one of the best alternatives as a source of new natural bioactive compounds, seems to be
one of the best alternatives, since these raw and waste materials present more ecological and economical sustainability.
Thus, the demand for these compounds, coupled with the need for sustainable industrial processes and a low production cost, has
made agro-food products, and particularly agro-food by-products, one of the most promising sources for this type of compounds. On
the other hand, the use of these substances, which can include byproducts or wastes from different origins, fits with the current and
future objectives of the European Commission and the Ecircular economy approach.
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4. LIGNICOAT TECHNOLOGIES

Lignin depolymerized fractions
LIGNICOAT project will pave the way for the optimization of lignin depolymerization conditions
related to their application in epoxy resins and coatings, as well as in polyester/alkyd resins.

Synthesis of lignin polyols (LPOs)
Aiming at mild reaction conditions and reduction of the oligomers formation, the synthesis
process of LPOs will be explored under the LIGNICOAT project for the development of BioPU
coatings.

Synthesis of bio-based alkyd
The currently available bio-based alkyd binders are not economically competitive nor have the
drying performance of fossil-based binders. LIGNICOAT targets to expand the bio-based binders
market, taking advantage of the molecular structure of lignin, which would improve the drying
performance, as well as its price competitiveness.

Synthesis of bio-based Polurethane alkyd (PUA)
The use of lignin as a raw material for the production of bio-based polyurethane alkyd dispersion
will be examined under LIGNICOAT project. Due to their molecular structure, lignin polyols or
polyacids would improve the drying performance of the coating.
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4. LIGNICOAT TECHNOLOGIES

Synthesis bio-based PUD
The use of lignin as a raw material for the production of bio-based PUD will be examined under
LIGNICOAT project. Due to their molecular structure, lignin polyols or polyacids would improve
the drying performance of the coating.

Formulation of bio-based epoxy resins
A new formulated bio-based and eco-sustainable epoxy resin and a related formulation for
coatings application will be studied under LIGNICOAT project.

New bio-based additives (eg. enzymes)
Currently the antiviral and antimicrobial features are achieved through the utilization of
hazardous compounds. In LIGNICOAT, the use of new bio-molecules and enzymes will be
examine.

Lignin based polyacids for polyester coatings
Lignin has been studied mainly as a polyol in coating applications, but not as polyacid due to
the inherent lack of carboxylic functionalities. The development of lignin based polyacids for
polyester coatings will be studied proposing a sustainable lower-cost alternative for synthetic
polyacids.
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4. LIGNICOAT TECHNOLOGIES

Antimicrobial coatings
The development of coatings including natural active compounds, responsible for the
antimicrobial properties, designed to prevent the microbial adhesion to the surface, avoiding
biofilm formation is of great novelty.

Low VOC coatings
LIGNICOAT will address the innovative potential of enzymes as bioadditives in coatings to create
self-decontaminating surfaces that reduce the emission of hazardous VOCs.

Anticorrosion coatings
LIGNICOAT proposes the use of lignin derivatives to substitute oil-based aromatic compounds
currently present in coating formulation, to bring the benefit of improved sustainability, adhesion
and anticorrosion.

Fire-proofing coatings
LIGNICOAT propose the incorporation of phosphorous derivatives in the resins as a reactive
approach which will promote fire proofing performance to the coatings, for wood and metal
applications.
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5. PROJECT PROGRESS
INDICATORS

14 PARTNERS

42 MONTHS

8 WORK PACKAGES

8 COUNTRIES

OVERVIEW

EUR ~5 MILLIONS

CURRENT PROGRESS
30%

PARTNERS
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5. PROJECT PROGRESS
LOOKING AT THE 1ST YEAR OF LIGNICOAT
WP1 targets to characterise industrial lignin’s originating from various biorefinery processes
and feedstock and to synthesize and characterize the lignin polyols (LPO). VITO has worked on
Task 1.2, were a continuous lab-scale system is being set up, allowing production of a small
scale and the conditions optimization for the production of depolymerized lignin. Concerning
Task 1.5, protocols at lab scale for the production of glycidylated depolymerized lignin has
been optimized. Moreover, VTT has submitted D1.1, providing an description on the industrial
lignin characterization.

WP2: Bio-resins
based on lignin

Leader: VITO

The main goal of WP2 is the development of resins based on the developed lignin intermediates
in WP1. WP2 tasks are set to start on M12. IRIS, BARPIMO, AEP, TECNALIA, and FORESA will
define the requirements for the resins to be developed. The resulting document will be shared
with the WP partners working on resin synthesis and it will be updated on the basis of new
data or feedback from the partners involved in the synthesis.

WP3 deals with the development of bio-additives for extended coating functionalities.
FORESA has successfully manufactured resins and verified their stability and is currently
testing their compatibility with the bio additives (antimicrobials and enzymes). ITACyL has
determined the antimicrobial activity of seven different natural compounds derived from hops,
while characterizing the compound profile in different varieties and optimizing their efficient
extraction. NORCE has recently submitted D3.1 and is currently developing monitoring assays
to screen recombinant enzyme candidates.

WP4: Bio-coatings
formulation

WP1: Lignin based
intermediates

WP3: Bio-additives

WP4 overall objective is to develop and validate sustainable waterborne bio-based coatings,
which constitute one of the main component in the coating’ formulation. WP4 is set to start
at M20 (January 2023).

WP5 overall objective is to evaluate the environmental impacts of the targeted coating
innovative solutions resulting from LIGNICOAT. ARDITEC is in charge of the integrated life cycle
sustainability, working towards determining the feasibility of the coating development and
interpreting the results of the sustainability assessments. Their work includes environmental
impact analysis, health, and safety study, techno-economic and circular performance
assessment of the innovations.

WP5: Sustainability
assesments
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5. PROJECT PROGRESS
LOOKING AT THE 1ST YEAR OF LIGNICOAT
WP6: Dissemination
& exploitation

AXIA is responsible for WP6 which concerns the dissemination and exploitation-related
activities . AXIA developed an initial communication strategy plan at M6 and is implementing
a detailed dissemination and communication plan. Among this actions were the project’s
social media launch, reaching more than 300 followers, the project website and the design of
the project dissemination materials. Moreover AXIA is working towards the exploitation tasks,
defining the exploitation strategy and conducting a market study that will be described in the
Plan for the exploitation and dissemination of results (PEDR).

WP7 focus on the overall management of LIGNICOAT. TECNALIA is the project coordinator
assuming the coordination of the project. WP7 goal is to perform proper management of the
LIGNICOAT project and runs through the whole project duration. The project coordinator has
established regular communication within the LIGNICOAT consortium and with the BBI-JU and
European Commission (EC).

WP7: Management
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5. PROJECT PROGRESS
PROJECT MEETINGS

1st July 2021
2nd September 2021

10th September 2021

29th October 2021
Kick-off Meeting - 10th June 2021
The kick off meeting was held virtually, due to Covid-19 travel restrictions,
on the 10th of June 2021, hosted by the coordinator partner FUNDACION
TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION. Our 14 partners discussed the tasks,
objectives, and structure of the project organisation in order to promote and
establish future cooperation and facilitate the flow of information for the next
four years of the project implementation.

6 Month Meeting - 13th - 14th December 2021
The 6M Meeting was held remotely as part of a 2-day consortium meeting
organized on 13th & 14th December 2021. On the first day of the meeting
Under WP1. LIGNIN-BASED INTERMEDIATES and WP3. BIO-ADDITIVES the
recent updates were presented and PMs gave an overview of the goals of
their recent work. On the 14th of December, the main topics discussed were
under WP5: Sustainability assessment (Environmental LCA, Economic LCC,
and Social SLCA), WP6: Dissemination and exploitation, as well as WP7:
Management. Recent updates were presented and PMs gave an overview of
the goals of their recent work and the next steps on each task.

3rd February 2022
15th March 2022

3rd May 2022

Annual Meeting - 14th - 15th June 2022
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5. PROJECT PROGRESS
DELIVERABLES SUBMITTED & MILESTONES ACHIEVED
Deliverable Title

Lead Beneficiary

D1.1 Industrial lignin raw materials characterized and available
for further processing.

VTT

Confidential

4

D1.3 Report on the production
of LPOs at lab scale.

Tecnalia

Confidential

12

D3.4 Catalogue of relevant
enzyme candidates ranked by
its suitability as bio-additives in
coatings.

NORCE

Confidential

8

D6.1 LIGNICOAT website and
Social Media Groups.

AXIA

Public

3

D6.7 KPI and Impact questionnaire v1 (2021)

AXIA

Confidential

4

D6.2 Communication and
Dissemination Strategy.

AXIA

Confidential

6

D7.1 Quality Assurance Plan.

Tecnalia

Confidential

3

D7.2 Ethic requirements,
report.

Tecnalia

Confidential

6

Milestone Title
MS1. Health & safety guidelines,
REACH compliance

Dissemination Level Due Date (in months)

Lead Beneficiary Means of Verification Due Date (in months)
ARDITEC

Health & safety guidelines, REACH
compliance Means of verification:
Interim report of WP5

12
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6. DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
PAST DISSEMINATION EVENTS
The following events had participation from LIGNICOAT partners during the last period of the project scheme with the purpose
of disseminating LIGNICOAT research and related work.

Plant Based Summit, September 22th-24th, 2021,
REIMS, France
The Plant Based Summit – The biobased solutions international
conference & Business meetings was held on September 22nd - 24th
2021, in Reims with LIGNICOAT partners; VITO and Ecoat attended
the event. This year conference is the 6th edition and it focuses on
biobased solutions with a deep emphasis on enhancing bio-based
product development through a market-driven approach. Ecoat’s
CEO, Olivier Choulet, attended this summit, delivering a speech
on sustainability; “Moving towards bio-based architectural coatings with outstanding performances”. VITO´s leading
researcher Dr. Karolien Vanbroekhoven presented Biorizon´ s running projects, with LIGNICOAT project being included
among them.

The 8th Biorizon Annual Event, December 2nd, 2021,
online
The 8th Biorizon Annual Event on Bioaromatics 2021 is an event that presents
an excellent opportunity for companies and research and technological
organizations (RTOs), related with the bioaromatics value chain, aiming to
discuss on this innovative field and to create opportunities to accelerate
the bio-based business. Our project partners VITO and TECNALIA attended
the event. Over the last years this event has grown considerably, gathering
more than 308 participants from 29 countries in the last edition, attracting
key players from all over the world interested in the bioaromatics and biobased industry.
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6. DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
PAST DISSEMINATION EVENTS
Enzyme conference, November 15th - 16th, 2021,
Oslo, Norway
NORCE hosted the Enzyme Conference on 15-16.11.2021. The event was held physically at Scandic Oslo Airport –
Gardermoen in Norway. NORCE´s researcher and WP3 Leader Dr. Antonio Garcia Moyano presented a dedicated talk
about enzyme technology on “Bioprospecting of enzymes and new technological opportunities.” The talk focusssed on the
enzyme based technologies from marine resources and their role of enhancing sustainability in the industry.

VITO in LOOPs Live Webinar Series
13th May, 2022
VITO attended LOOPs Live webinar series organized by Veltha on May 13th at
11.00 CET as part of a clustering event partnering with TOMAPAINT, another
H2020 project involved in the bio-based resins and coatings research topic.
Viviana Polizzi and Ola Wróblewska presented on behalf of VITO the main
insights of LIGNICOAT´s projects’ achievement in the upscale trajectory for
depolymerization and their results accomplished among WP1 tasks. LOOPS
webinar series intends to spotlight innovation, exploring the state-of-theart technology in the field of circular economy and sustainability. This event
attracted a wide audience from members of the EU Commission to general stakeholders and business leaders.
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7. FUTURE DISSEMINATION EVENTS
2021-2022

TARGETED EVENTS
Renewable Material Conference

10-12/05/2022

Cologne, Germany

Home - Renewable Materials
Conference (renewable-materials.eu)

Green Chemistry conference

16-22/05/2022

La Rochelle, France

ISGC (isgc-symposium.com)

OxiZymes 10th meeting

05-08/07/2022

Siena, Italy

Lignobiotech

10-12/08/2022

Vancouver, Canada

NWBC 2022

25-27/10/2022

Espoo, Finland

European Coating Show

28-30/03/2023

Nuremberg, Germany

- Oxizymes Conference 2022
(unisi.it)
LignoBioTech2022 | growing the
forest sector through innovation
Nordic Wood Biorefinery
Conference 2022 | VTT News
(vttresearch.com)
The gathering of the coatings
and paint industry | European
Coatings Show (european-coatings-show.com)
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8. CONTACT INFO

Subscribe to our Newsletter

@LIGNICOAT BBI Project

Project Coordination team:
FUNDACION TECNALIA RESEARCH &
INNOVATION

@LIGNICOATH2020project
www.lignicoat.eu

info@lignicoat.eu

Parque Cientifico Y Tecnologico De Gipuzkoa Paseo Mikeletegi 2, 20009 Donostia/
san Sebastian (Gipuzkoa), Spain
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9. THE LIGNICOAT TEAM
Our Team is composed of a multidisciplinary consortium that constitutes a excellently balanced team in terms of knowledge, expertise and experience with a
total of 14 partners from 8 countries across Europe. The consortium is counting
on the participation of 9 industrial partners for ensuring the exploitation of the
outcomes of the technological challenges of LIGNICOAT.

Join us at:

@Lignicoat

www.Lignicoat.eu
info@lignicoat.eu
This project has received funding under Bio-Based Industries Joint Undertaking from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Grant
Agreement no 101023342.The material presented and views expressed here are the
responsibility of the author(s) only. The EUCommission takes no responsibility for any use
made of the information set out.
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